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Abstract. Most Prolog implementations are based on backward chaining techniques. However, there are many applications in which forward chaining ones are desirable such as in dynamic programming. In this paper, we ﬁrst introduce a variant
of a Prolog interpreter that computes interpolations and then introduce the notion of sequential queries. These two notions
allow a combination of both forms of reasoning in Prolog.
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1. Introduction
The procedural intepretation of the commas between Prolog goals as sequentiality has been popular. However, this intepretation is purely wrong and
has very little to do with its logical foundation. Consequently this generates many well-known semantic
problems, i.e., the mismatch between the declarative
meaning and the procedural meaning of the commas
between goals.
There has been much interest in giving a logical
account of the sequential construct in goals in the context of logic programming. For example, Computability Logic(CL) [1, 2] uses the logic of task to give a
logical foundation for additive(choice) sequentiality
[2] and multiplicative sequentiality [4] .
In this paper we are concerned with applying sequential queries introduced in [4] to generating lemmas and forward reasoning in computation. A sequence of well chosen lemmas is important in presenting a proof in mathematical proof. Producing
such lemmas can also be important in logic programming as lemmas can improve the search for proof.
Unfortunately, the underlying proofs using backward
chaining in logic programming are usually lemmafree, and lemmas do not have a role in improving the
search for proofs.
Our solution to the above problem is the notion of
sequential queries introduced in [4]. To be speciﬁc,
proving the query G using some lemma G1 from a
logic program P can be represented via a sequentialconjuctive goal of the form G1 ≺ G. Solving this goal
corresponds to ﬁrst attempting to prove the lemma G1
from P and then G from P, G1 . Using lemmas in this
fashion can be considered as a form of (guided) forward reasoning in the sense that a knowledge base
grows during computation.
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In the logic programming setting, there are some
complications due to the indeﬁnite goal formulas of
the form ∃xG (or G ∨ G in some versions of Prolog).
In such a case, its deﬁnite version [t/x]G1 needs to
be extracted from the proof of G1 from P. We call
this process interpolation. This process converts an
indeﬁnite goal formula to a set of atoms by producing
a set of atomic instances of the goal formula. This
process is integrated into the Prolog interpreter shown
in Section 2.
Another approach to generating lemmas and forward reasoning in logic programming is tabled logic
programming [8–10, 5]. The idea behind tabling is
the following: goals encountered in solving a query
are maintained in a table. If a goal is re-encountered,
solving that goal reuses information from the table
rather than re-solving it. This idea supports dynamic
programming and termination of some nonterminating Prolog programs.
Compared to ours, their approaches have the following disadvantages:
• They restrict lemmas to be subgoals of the
original query. We do not have such a
restriction: the lemmas in our language can be
any formulas.
• In their approaches, due to the lack of
sequential goals, it is not possible for the user
to specify and guide a list of lemmas that
should be tabled. As a consequence, they
store all the previously proved atoms,
regardless of whether these atoms have a role
in improving the search for proofs.
In a sense, our approach supports guided tabling.
This paper proposes an extension of Prolog with
a limited form of sequentiality. That is, sequential
goals are allowed only in top-level Prolog goals.
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We make this choice to provide a smooth transition
from Prolog to this new language from the perspective of implementation overheads. To be speciﬁc, a
sequential-conjunctive goal is of the form G1 ≺ G
where G1 , G are Prolog goals to be executed sequentially. Proving this goal with respect to P has the following intended semantics: prove G1 with respect to
P and then prove G with respect to P ∪ G1 where G1
is a set of atomic instances of G1 .
We also provide an iterative goal of the form
≺i..j
x G where G is a goal, x is a variable, and i, j are
natural numbers. This goal also appears in [7]. Proving this goal has the following intended semantics:
iterate G with x ranging over all elements in the set
{i, i + 1, . . . , j}.
In this paper we present the syntax and semantics
of this extended language, show some examples of its
use and study the interactions among the newly added
constructs. To be speciﬁc, we describe an operational
semantics for Prolog sequential goals in terms of CL,
which can be viewed operationally as extending the
logic program from the logic of truth to the logic of
task. Sequential queries introduce an element of forward reasoning into logic programming, as we shall
see in Section 4. The sequential queries allow us to
program in a natural and declarative way many applications based on dynamic programming. An example
is memoization in logic programming.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We describe a new interpreter with interpolation
for ﬁrst-order Horn clauses in the next section and its
extension in Section 3. In Section 4, we present some
examples of SProlog. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. The Prolog Interpreter that computes interpolation
The Prolog language is based on Horn clauses.
It is described by G- and D-formulas given by the
syntax rules below:
G ::= A | G ∧ G | ∃x G
D ::= A | G ⊃ A | ∀x D | D ∧ D
In the rules above, A represents an atomic formula. A D-formula is called a Horn clause, or a deﬁnite clause.
In the transition system to be considered, Gformulas will function as queries and a set of Dformulas will constitute a program. We will present
the standard operational semantics for this language
as inference rules [3].
The rules for executing queries in our language
are based on uniform provability [6].
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Deﬁnition 1. Let G be a goal and let P be a program.
Then the notion of intpo (P, G) – proving G from P
– is deﬁned as follows:
(1)

intpo (P, A) if A is identical to an instance of a
program clause in P.

(2)

intpo (P, A) if A is an instance of a program
clause in P of the form G1 ⊃ A and intpo (P, G1 ).

(3)

intpo (P, G1 ∧G2 ) if intpo (P, G1 ) and intpo (P,
G2 ).

(4)

intpo (P, ∃xG1 ) if intpo (P, [t/x]G1 ).

Now we will present another operational semantics for this language based on CL. Further, this is
a new form of a Prolog interpreter that performs additional work: that of extracting its interpolations as
well. Basically, the set of interpolations is a table that
consists of all atomic instances of a goal G that are on
the goal side of the proof.
To be speciﬁc, we encode such inference rules
as theories in the logic of task, i.e., a simple variant
of CL [1]. Below the expression A sand B denotes
a sequential conjunction of the task A and the task
B and the expression A pand B denotes a parallel
conjunction of the task A and the task B.
Deﬁnition 2. Let G be a goal and let P be a program.
Then the notion of intpG (P, G, S) – proving G from
P and converting G to a set of atoms S – is deﬁned
as follows:
(1)

intpG (P, A, {A}) if A is identical to an instance
of a program clause in P.

(2)

intpG (P, A, {A}) if A is an instance of a program clause in P of the form G1 ⊃ A pand
intpG (P, G1 , _). Here _ denotes a don’t-care
condition.

(3)

intpG (P, G1 ∧G2 , S1 ∪S2 ) if intpG (P, G1 , S1 )
pand intpG (P, G2 , S2 ).

(4)

intpG (P, ∃xG1 , S) if intpG (P, [t/x]G1 , S).

It is easily observed that the notion of converting
a goal to a set of atoms requires little extra overheads.
3. The Sequential Queries
The language we use is an expanded version of
goal formulas with top-level sequential conjunctive
goals. It is described by E-formulas given by the syntax rules below:
E ::= G | ≺i..j
x E |E ≺E
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In the rules above, a E-formula is called a
sequential-conjunctive goal or an extended goal.
In the transition system to be considered, Eformulas will function as extended queries. We will
present an operational semantics for this language.

The query1 has the problem of re-computing
previously solved goals. To avoid this problem, our
language allows us to employ sequential goals to store
previously computed Fibonacci numbers. Consider
the following query query2.

Deﬁnition 3. Let E be an extended goal and let P
be a program. Then the notion of intpE (P, E, S) –
proving E from P and converting E to a set of atoms
S – is deﬁned as follows:

query2 :
∃yf ib(i, y)
≺1..100
i

(1)

intpE (P, G, S) if intpG (P, G, S).

(2)

intpE (P, E1 ≺ E2 , S ∪ T ) if intpE (P, E1 , S)
sand intpE (S ∪ P, E2 , T ). Thus, the ﬁrst goal
E1 serves as a lemma.

(3)

intpE (P, ≺i..i
E, {}). Thus, this task termix
nates with a success.

(4)

intpE (P, ≺i..j
E, S ∪ T ) if (i < j) pand
x
(i+1)..j
(intpG (P, [i/x]E, S) sand intpE (S∪P, ≺x
E, T )). Thus, the ﬁrst goal [i/x]E serves as a
lemma.

In the above rules, the goal E1 ≺ E2 provides sequential executions of instructions: it allows for solving the extended goal E2 via the lemmas extracted
from the proof of E1 .
4. Examples
Prolog permits the modiﬁcation of the current
logic program through the assert and retract: assert
D adds clause D to the program, while retract D removes D. To avoid the re-computation of previously
solved goals, lemmas are memoized by applying assert to goals. It is well-known that the resulting program becomes obscure and complicated.
Our approach is immune to this problem. To see
this, consider the following Horn clause speciﬁcation
for computing Fibonacci numbers.
f ib(0, 1). % base case
f ib(1, 1). % base case
f ib(X + 2, Y + W ) : − f ib(X, Y )∧
f ib(X + 1, W ).

Solving this query stores previously computed Fibonacci numbers in a forward chaining fashion. It tables a list of goal instances f ib(2, 1), f ib(3, 2), . . . ,
f ib(99, ) which are extracted from a list of lemmas
∃xf ib(2, x), . . ., ∃xf ib(99, x). Note that each new
lemma instances in the list can be computed using
the previous lemma instances in constant time. In this
query, there exists a proof of f ib(n, fn ) and that proof
has a size proportional to n.
As a second example, consider the following
Horn clause speciﬁcation for computing binomial coefﬁcients, denoted by c(n, k, z).
c(N, 1, N ). % select one out of n
c(N, N, 1). % select n out of n
c(N, K, 0) : −
N < K.
c(N, K, W + Z) : −
c(N − 1, K − 1, W )∧
c(N − 1, K, Z).
Now suppose we want to compute the value of
c(100, 45) by invoking the following query: ∃z c(100,
45, z). It is well-known that this query leads to redundant computations. Instead, the following query,
which employs sequential goals to store previously
computed numbers, will do the job in an efﬁcient way.
query3 :
≺1..45
∃zc(i, j, z)
≺1..100
i
j
Solving this query requires “forward chaining”
which is linear to the input size. It tables a list of
lemma instances c(1, 1, 1), c(1, 2, 0), . . . , c(100, 1,
100), . . . , c(100, 45, ), as we desired.
5. Conclusion

Now consider the following query query1.
query1 :
∃xf ib(100, x)
Solving this goal executes query1 in “backward
chaining” with respect to the instructions in the Fibonacci program. If fn denotes the nth Fibonacci
number, then it is well-known that the size of the only
proof of the goal f ib(n, fn ) is exponential in n.
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In this paper, we have considered an extension
to Prolog with some limited form of sequential goal
formulas. This extension allows goals of the form
E1 ≺ E where E1 , E are a sequence of Prolog goals
to be executed sequentially. These goals are particularly useful for sequential executions of goal tasks at
the top-level and forward chaining. We plan to generalize our language so that sequential goals can be
embedded in goal formulas.
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Higher-order logic programming based on CL
is another extension we have to consider in the future. The vehicle for this work is λProlog, a logic
programming language supporting higher-order predicates introduced by Miller et al.[6]. λProlog extends
Prolog in several directions: It provides the simplytyped higher-order terms as a data type and incorporates modules. We plan to interpret this language via
CL, and add sequential queries to make it to perform
more complex tasks.
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